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THE D-MODULE STRUCTURE OF F-SPLIT RINGS

Karen E. Smith

The purpose of this note is to point out an interesting connection be-
tween the structure of a commutative, Noetherian ring of prime character-
istic as a (left) module over its ring of differential operators and various well
studied properties such as F-purity, F-regularity, and strong F-regularity.
Theorem 2.2 establishes the first connections between the D-module struc-
ture of rings of characteristic p and the theory of tight closure introduced
by Hochster and Huneke [HH1]. This theorem can also be viewed as a
partial answer to a characteristic p version of the question raised by Lev-
asseur and Stafford [LS, 0.13.3]: “When is R a simple D(R) module?” For
F -split rings R of low dimension, the answer is that R is simple as a D(R)
module if and only if all ideals of R are tightly closed. In the last section,
connections with pseudorational local rings are discussed, and some of the
difficulty in passing between the characteristic zero and characteristic p
cases is indicated.

Throughout this note, R will denote a reduced, commutative, Noether-
ian ring of prime characteristic p > 0. The ring R is assumed to be a
finitely generated algebra (or equivalently, module) over its subring Rp of
pth powers. This mild assumption implies that R is excellent [K], and is
satisfied, for instance, whenever R is finitely generated over a perfect field
or is a complete local ring with a perfect residue field. The symbol I de-
notes an arbitrary ideal of R, and for any such I, the symbol I [q] denotes
the ideal of R generated by the qth powers of the elements (equivalently,
the generators) of I, where q = pe is an integer power of p.

1. Tight closure and test ideals

Test ideals are central to the study of tight closure. A variant notion
of the idea of a test ideal for R defined by Hochster and Huneke in [HH1]
will be introduced. First we summarize some of the terminology associated
with the study of tight closure.
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Let I be any ideal of R. The tight closure I∗ of I is the ideal of R
consisting of all those elements z ∈ R for which there exists some c ∈ R
not in any minimal prime of R such that

(1.1.) czq ∈ I [q] for all q = pe >> 0.

An ideal is said to be tightly closed if I∗ = I. Rings in which all ideals are
tightly closed are of particular interest. Such rings are called (weakly) F-
regular. All weakly F-regular rings are Cohen-Macaulay and normal [HH1]
and even have rational singularities [S1]. The use of the adjective “weakly”
is supposed to indicate that it is not known whether a localization of a
weakly F-regular ring is weakly F-regular. The unqualified term F-regular
is reserved for those weakly F-regular rings all of whose localizations are
also weakly F-regular.

The ring R is strongly F-regular if, for all c not in any minimal prime of
R, there exists some q such that the R-linear map R −→ R1/q sending 1 to
c1/q splits as a map of R modules. The property of strong F-regularity is
preserved under localization; it is easy to see that regular rings are strongly
F-regular and that strongly F-regular rings are F-regular [HH2]. Strong and
weak F-regularity may turn out to be equivalent; this is known to be the
case for Gorenstein rings [HH2] and rings of dimension less than or equal
to three [Wil].

Two properties closely related to F-regularity which are known to behave
well under localization are F-splitting and F-rationality. The ring R is said
to be F-split if the map Rp ↪→ R splits as a map of Rp modules. (When
R is a finitely generated Rp module, as it always is in this paper, F-split is
equivalent to F-pure which means that the map Rp ↪→ R remains injective
upon tensoring with any Rp module.) Note that F-splitting is equivalent
to the condition expressed above for strong F-regularity where c is taken
to be the identity element of the ring. In particular, R ↪→ R1/q splits for
some q = pe if and only if it splits for all q = pe. The ring R is said to
be F-rational if every ideal generated by parameters is tightly closed; a set
of k elements of R is called a set of parameters if it generates an ideal of
height k. F-rational rings, like F-regular rings, are Cohen-Macaulay and
normal [HH2], and have rational singularities [S1]. If R is Gorenstein, then
F-rationality, weak F-regularity, and strong F-regularity are all equivalent
[HH2]. There are F-rational rings that are not F-regular, however [Wat].

An important feature of the definition of tight closure is that the element
c in (1.1) may depend on both I and z, but not on q. Of course, the
dependence of c on z is rather superficial, since there are always elements
c for which (1.1) holds for all z in I∗. The dependence on I is more
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fundamental. For a fixed ideal I of R, the set of elements c ∈ R such that
(1.1) holds for each z ∈ I∗ forms an ideal of R. We call this the test ideal
for I , and denote it by τ(I). More precisely, we define the test ideal for I
as

τ(I) =
⋂

q>>0

I [q] :R (I∗)[q],

where the intersection over q >> 0 is interpreted as follows. For any
collection of ideals {Jq}q∈Λ, indexed by an increasing sequence of integers
Λ, the collection of ideals {∩t≥qJt}q∈Λ is also indexed by Λ and forms an
increasing chain of ideals of R; since R is Noetherian, this chain stabilizes
and this stable ideal is denoted by

⋂
q>>0 Jq. An element c in τ(I) but not

in any minimal prime of R will be called a test element for I.
For any collection of ideals I in a ring R, we can define the test ideal of

this collection of ideals to be the ideal of all elements which can be used
in “tight closure tests” for all ideals in the collection I; that is τ(I) =⋂

I∈I τ(I). It is not at all clear that we should expect this intersection to
be non-trivial for arbitrary collections of ideals in R. A result of Hochster
and Huneke that lies at the heart of the usefulness of tight closure is the
remarkable fact that indeed there exist elements which are test elements
for every ideal of R. In particular, any element which is in the defining
ideal of the singular locus for Spec R has a power with this property [HH2].
The test ideal for all ideals of R will be denoted by τ .

The reader is cautioned that the use of the words “test ideal” and “test
element” in this paper differs slightly from that in [HH1] in that here we
are concerned only with what happens for q large. For an analysis of the
test ideal for the collection I of ideals generated by a system of parameters,
see [S2]. We will show here that every test ideal (for an ideal or a collection
of ideals) is a submodule of R regarded as a left module over its ring of
differential operators.

2. Differential operators and tight closure

Let A be an arbitrary commutative ring and R be any commutative
A algebra. The ring of A linear differential operators of R is a certain
(non-commutative) subring of EndA(R) defined inductively as follows: the
zeroth order differential operators are simply the R-linear endomorphisms
of R, which we identify with R. An operator θ ∈ EndA(R) is a differential
operator of order ≤ k ∈ N if, for all r ∈ R = EndR(R), the commutator
[θ, r] = θ ◦ r− r ◦ θ is a differential operator of order ≤ k−1. By definition,
R is naturally a left DA(R) module. We say that R is D-simple if it is
simple when regarded as a left D(R) module, that is, when the only ideals
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of R stable under the action of all differential operators are the zero and the
unit ideal. For basic facts on differential operators, the reader is referred
to [EGA, IV, 16].

In our set up, R is a reduced, commutative, Noetherian ring with the
property that R is finitely generated over its subring of pth powers. We
take A = Z and drop the subscript A from the notation. With these
assumptions, it is not hard to show ([Yek]) that

(2.1.) D(R) =
⋃

e∈N

EndRpe (R).

We can now prove the results connecting tight closure with differential
operators.

Theorem 2.2.

(1) Every test ideal of R is a D(R) submodule of R.

(2) If R is simple as a D(R) module, then for each ideal I of R, there
exists q = pe, such that I∗ = IR1/q ∩ R.

(3) If R is simple as a D(R) module and if U ⊂ R is any multiplicative
system, then (IU−1R)∗ = I∗(U−1R). That is, tight closure behaves
well under localization in D-simple rings.

(4) R is strongly F-regular if and only if R is F-split and is a finite
product of D-simple rings.

Proof.
(1) It is clear that an arbitrary intersection of D(R) submodules of R

is a D(R) submodule of R, so it suffices to show that τ(I) is a D(R)
submodule of R, where I is a fixed arbitrary ideal of R. Fix a set
of generators x1, x2, . . . , xd for I. Let c be any element of τ(I). We
need to show that for any θ ∈ D(R), the image of c under θ is also
in τ(I). We may assume that θ is Rq0 linear, and hence Rq linear
for all q > q0. Because c ∈ τ(I), we know that for each z ∈ I∗ and
each q >> 0, there exist elements a1q, a2q, . . . , adq of R such that

czq = a1qx
q
1 + a2qx

q
2 + · · · + adqx

q
d.

Thus, provided that q ≥ q0, we see that

θ(c)zq = θ(a1q)x
q
1 + θ(a2q)x

q
2 + · · · + θ(adq)x

q
d.
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It follows that for all θ ∈ D(R) and all c ∈ τ(I), θ(c) is in τ(I),
whence τ(I) is a D(R) submodule of R.

(2) Suppose that R is D-simple. Consider the test ideal τ(I) for any
fixed arbitrary I ⊂ R. By (1), τ(I) is a D(R) submodule of R;
it must therefore be either the zero ideal or the unit ideal of R.
However, no test ideal τ(I) can ever be the zero ideal. Indeed, if
1 /∈ τ(I), then then there is some z ∈ I∗ − I and there is some c
not in any minimal prime such that czq ∈ I [q] for all q >> 0. So
c ∈ τ(I) and thus τ(I) is nonzero.

It follows that τ(I) must be the unit ideal. In particular, 1 ∈
I [q] : I∗[q], whence I∗[q] ⊂ I [q] for all q >> 0. Taking qth roots,
we see I∗ ⊂ IR1/q ∩ R. Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, we
conclude that I∗ = IR1/q ∩ R.

(3) The inclusion I∗U−1R ⊂ (IU−1R)∗ is clear in general. Let R∞ =⋃
q=pe R1/q be the ring of all qth roots of R. The preceding para-

graph shows that I∗ = IR∞∩R for all ideals I of R. For any multi-
plicative system U ⊂ R, note that U−1(R∞) = (U−1R)∞. It easily
follows that (IU−1R)∗ = I(U−1R)∞∩U−1R = IU−1R∞∩U−1R =
U−1(IR∞ ∩ R) = I∗(U−1R). This completes the proof that tight
closure behaves well under localization in D-simple rings.

(4) Because R is strongly F-regular if and only if it is a finite product of
strongly F-regular domains [HH2], the statement in both directions
reduces to the statement that a domain is strongly F-regular if and
only if it is F-split and D-simple.

Assume that R is an F-split D-simple domain. From (2), it
follows immediately that D-simple, F-split rings are F-regular, since
D-simple implies that I∗ = IR1/q ∩ R and F-split implies that
IR1/q ∩R = I for any ideal in R. However, unless weak and strong
F-regularity turn out to be equivalent in general, the assertion in
(3) claims a stronger conclusion.

To see that R is in fact strongly F-regular, let c be any nonzero
element of R. We claim that there exists q such that the R-linear
map R −→ R1/q defined by 1 → c1/q splits. Because R is a simple
D(R) module, the D submodule generated by c must be all of R.
In particular, there exists some θ ∈ D(R) such that θ(c) = 1.
Suppose that θ is Rq linear for some q = pe. Because R is F-
split, the map Rq ↪→ R splits as a map of Rq modules for all q.
Let π ∈ HomRq (R, Rq) denote such a splitting and consider the
map ψ = π ◦ θ ∈ HomRq (R, Rq). We see that ψ(c) = 1 and that
ψ is isomorphic to the R-linear map ψ1/q : R1/q −→ R sending
r1/q → {ψ(r)}1/q. Note that ψ1/q sends c1/q ∈ R1/q to 1 ∈ R.
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This is the desired splitting of the map R −→ R1/q showing that R
is strongly F-regular.

To prove the converse, suppose that R is a strongly F-regular
domain. Taking c = 1 in the definition of strong F-regularity, we
see that R is obviously F-split.

To see that a strongly F-regular domain R is a simple D module,
it suffices to show that each nonzero element of R generates all
of R under the action of D(R). Let c be any nonzero element
of R. We know that there exists q such that the R linear map
R −→ R1/q sending 1 to c1/q splits. Let θ ∈ HomR(R1/q, R) be
any such splitting. The map θ gives rise to a differential operator
θq ∈ EndRq (R) defined as follows: θq sends an element r ∈ R to
(θ(r1/q))q ∈ Rq ⊂ R. We see that this differential operator takes c
to 1, whence the D(R) module generated by c is all of R. This shows
that every strongly F-regular domain is D-simple. This concludes
the proof. �

A remark is in order regarding (2) above. The question of whether
tight closure is well behaved under localization has been a persistent open
problem. Although (2) solves this problem for a special class of rings, in
fact the class of D-simple rings is poorly understood. All the examples of D-
simple rings known to the author are either already F-regular or otherwise
known to have trivial tight closure properties. In fact, I do not know any
examples of a normal D-simple ring which is not F-regular.

2.3. Corollary. Let R be an F-split domain. Assume that the dimension
of R is no greater than three or that R is Gorenstein. The ring R is simple
as a module over its ring of differential operators if and only if all ideals of
R are tightly closed.

Proof. Strong F-regularity is equivalent to the property that all ideals are
tightly closed for rings of dimension three or less [Wil] and for Gorenstein
rings [HH2]. Thus the corollary is immediate from (2.2, (4)). �

3. Rational singularities

Theorem 2.2 implies that F-split, D-simple rings are pseudorational (i.e.,
have rational singularities, suitably interpreted in prime characteristic, see
[LT]). This is a consequence of the fact that F-rational rings are pseudora-
tional [S1].

It is possible that for F-split, Gorenstein rings having rational singular-
ities is equivalent to D-simplicity. Such an equivalence would follow from
an affirmative answer to the question: “Does a pseudorational local ring
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have some ideal generated by a system of parameters tightly closed?” It
is worth noting that this question makes sense also in characteristic zero
and may well be true in characteristic zero even if it fails in general in
characteristic p > 0. The question of the equivalence of F-rationality and
pseudorationality has been raised throughout the tight closure literature
(see, for example, [HH2], [FW], or [S1]). It is known for graded complete
intersection rings with an isolated singularity (at least when the character-
istic p is large relative to the degrees of the defining equations) [FW] and
for graded rings of dimension two [F]. This dimension two case can also be
accomplished using differential operators [S3].

It can not be the case that D-simplicity is equivalent to pseudorationality
for general non-Gorenstein rings, however. Watanabe gave an example of a
two dimensional F-split rational singularity which has a non-tightly closed
ideal [Wat]. Theorem 2.2 implies that this ring can not be D-simple.

There is a D-module analog of Boutôt’s theorem for rational singulari-
ties.

Proposition 3.1. Let S and T be arbitrary commutative A algebras, where
A is a commutative ring. Suppose that S ↪→ T and that this inclusion splits
as a map of S modules. If T is a simple DA(T ) module, then S is a simple
DA(S) module.

Proof. Let c ∈ S be any nonzero element. We need to find an element θ ∈
DA(S) such that θ(c) = 1. Because T is D-simple, there exists ψ ∈ DA(T )
such that, considering c as an element of T , ψ(c) = 1. Let i denote the
inclusion S ↪→ T and let π be any S module splitting of i. Consider the A
linear endomorphism of S, θ = π ◦ ψ ◦ i. It is clear that θ(c) = 1, so we
need only check that θ ∈ D(S).

We proceed by induction on the order of ψ. If ψ is of order zero, then
ψ is multiplication by some element t ∈ T . In this case, θ is easily seen
to be multiplication by the element π(t) ∈ S, whence θ is an order zero
differential operator on S. Now suppose that for all differential operators
on T of order strictly less than k, the corresponding element in EndA(S)
is a differential operator on S of the same order or less. Assume ψ ∈ D(T )
has order k. For all s ∈ S, note that

[θ, s] = [π ◦ ψ ◦ i, s]
= π ◦ ψ ◦ i ◦ s − s ◦ π ◦ ψ ◦ i

= π ◦ ψ ◦ s ◦ i − π ◦ s ◦ ψ ◦ i

= π ◦ (ψ ◦ s − s ◦ ψ) ◦ i

= π ◦ ([ψ, s]) ◦ i.
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Because [ψ, s] is a differential operator on T of order less than k, the in-
ductive assumption guarantees that [θ, s] is a differential operator of order
less than k on S. This says that θ is a differential operator on S of order
less than or equal to k, and the proof is complete. �

The issue of a possible relationship between rings of differential operators
and rational singularities has been raised before. Levasseur and Stafford
pointed out a possible connection between rational singularities of an alge-
braic variety over a field of characteristic zero with the property that the
ring of differential operators on it is a simple ring [LS]. The condition that
D(R) is a simple ring is a strictly stronger condition than the condition
that R is a simple D(R) module, as pointed out in [LS]. However, it is not
clear how much stronger this condition is; rings of differential operators are
difficult to compute and the only D-simple rings R known to this author for
which D(R) is not simple are non-normal. Likewise, it is possible that the
F-split condition may be replaced by something weaker in Theorem 2.2(4).

Theorem 2.2 sheds some light on characteristic p versions of some ques-
tions asked by Levasseur and Stafford. For example, Question 0.13.1 of
[LS] asks what additional hypotheses are needed to ensure that the ring
of differential operators on a pseudorational local ring has nice properties.
The results of this paper indicate that (in characteristic p), an F-rational,
Gorenstein local ring is at least simple as a D-module. Indeed, if the conjec-
ture that F-rationality and pseudorationality are equivalent turns out to be
true, then (at least in characteristic p) rational singularities will be equiva-
lent to the presence of both D-simplicity and F-purity for Gorenstein rings.
For non-Gorenstein rings, the condition that R is D-simple and F-split is
strictly stronger than the condition that R has rational singularities, in the
same way that the condition that all ideals are tightly closed is stronger
than the condition that the subclass of parameter ideals is tightly closed.
It seems likely that Gorensteinness will play a key role in answering the
characteristic zero question of Levasseur and Stafford.

Although the characteristic p results may shed some light on what we
may expect to find in characteristic zero, the issue of drawing precise con-
clusions about finitely generated algebras over a field of characteristic zero
by reduction to characteristic p seems to be a tricky business. In general,
there are “more” differential operators in characteristic p. We briefly sketch
below a situation where this is the case.

Let

R =
C[X, Y, Z]

(X3 + Y 3 + Z3)
,

RZ =
Z[X, Y, Z]

(X3 + Y 3 + Z3)
.
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It is not hard to check that the natural map

DZ(RZ) ⊗Z C −→ DC(R)

is an isomorphism. However, when p is congruent to 1 modulo 3, the map

(∗) DZ(RZ) ⊗Z Z/pZ −→ DZ/pZ(RZ ⊗Z Z/pZ)

is never an isomorphism, even on an open set of Spec Z. (With some work,
one can see that, after localizing at a single element of Z, this map is
injective for all p; this aspect of the reduction to characteristic p program
does hold in general.)

The reason that the above map fails to be surjective is that R̄ = RZ ⊗
Z/pZ is F-split when p is congruent to 1 modulo 3. (see Example 7.16
in [HH4], or note that the splitting is equivalent to an injective Frobenius
action on H2

(x,y,z)(R), which is in turn equivalent to the requirement that
the corresponding elliptic curve is not supersingular and the claim follows
from exercise IV, 4.14 in [Ha]). There therefore exists an R̄p linear map
splitting the inclusion R̄p ↪→ R̄. Such a splitting, θ, can be interpreted as a
differential operator on R̄, since it lies in HomR̄p(R̄, R̄p) ⊂ HomR̄p(R̄, R̄) ⊂
D(R̄). It is not hard to check that there must be such a splitting θ which
preserves the degrees of R̄, that is, we can find an element of the Z graded
ring D(R̄) which has degree zero and sends R̄ to R̄p. If (∗) were to be an
isomorphism, θ would lift to an operator in DZ(RZ), also of degree zero,
say θ′.

The operators in DC(RC) of degree zero are completely described in
[BGG]; they are generated (as a C algebra) by the Euler operator X ∂

∂X +
Y ∂

∂Y + Z ∂
∂Z . In particular, each degree zero operator will send a homoge-

neous element f to f multiplied by some polynomial function in the degree
of f . Thus θ′ can be described by a particular polynomial P which takes
integer values on the integers: θ′ sends each homogeneous element f to
P (deg(f))f . Because θ′ reduces “mod p” to the F-splitting θ, we see that
P (deg(fp)) = 1 mod p. But then for any element g of degree a multiple of p
which is not a pth power, we also have that θ(g) = {P (deg(g)) mod p} g =
g, contrary to the fact that the image of θ is Rp.

As the example above shows, “reduction to characteristic p” for rings of
differential operators is likely to be difficult in general. It is worth pointing
out that it does work for some rings, for example, polynomial rings.
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